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ABSTRACT In the Internet of Things environment, the secure transmission of digital images has attracted
much attention. To improve the confidentiality, we propose an image cryptosystem adopting a quantum
chaotic map and the certain security-enhanced mechanisms. Firstly, we use the good random characteristics
of quantum chaotic sequences to enhance security performance. Then, we introduce a plaintext correlation
mechanism and a diffusion-permutation-diffusion structure in the cryptosystem. Finally, we verify the
cryptosystem on a common secure communication platform. The theoretical and statistical analysis results
demonstrate that the cryptosystem has excellent performance and can resist various cryptographic attacks.
Moreover, feasibility and effectiveness of the image cryptosystem are verified on the Internet of Things
secure communication experimental platform. It proves that the proposed image cryptosystem is a preferred
and promising secure communication technology solution.

INDEX TERMS Secure communication, image encryption, Internet of Things, quantum chaos.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the vigorous development of emerging information
technologies such as Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT),
Artificial Intelligence, and 5G communication, the informa-
tion security of multimedia, especially digital images, has
attracted particular attention [1]–[3]. Digital images have
some unique properties, such as strong correlation between
adjacent pixels and high redundancy. In terms of real-time
encryption, traditional cryptosystems such as DES, IDEA
and AES face challenges [4]–[6]. Chaos owns the charac-
teristics of high sensitivity to control parameters and initial
values, ergodicity of modes, and dense periodic points. It has
many similarities to the confusion and diffusion in Shan-
non’s cryptographic theory [7]–[11]. Thus, image encryption
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technology based on chaos theory has attracted much
attention [2], [3], [5], [12], [13]. Furthermore, the rapid
development of Internet of Things applications makes its
communication and transmission security issues more attrac-
tive [7], [14], [15]. Therefore, it is very necessary to imple-
ment effective security and confidentiality technology for the
transmission in IoT [5], [16], [17].

For the image cryptosystems, the ‘‘permutation-diffusion’’
is widely used as the most basic algorithm structure [4],
[5], [12], [13]. In 2014, [17] systematically designed a new
method for constructing a robust 1D chaotic system, and
proposed an image cipher based on the permutation-diffusion
structure. The experimental results verified its excellent
encryption performance. In 2018, [18] proposed an image
cryptosystem using multiple chaotic systems and bit-plane
decomposition, which uses bit-level permutation and dif-
fusion encryption to enhance the confusion and diffusion
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effects. However, due to lack of authoritative secu-
rity standards for chaotic cryptographic algorithms, these
chaotic image encryption algorithms have been pointed
out that they cannot resist cryptographic attacks [4],
[19], including ciphertext-only attacks, known-plaintext
attacks, chosen-plaintext attacks and chosen-ciphertext
attack. In 2019, [7] pointed out that [18] has security flaws.
The algorithm can be cracked by merely low computational
complexity and data complexity. Therefore, it is particularly
critical to improve the security performance to resist cryp-
tographic attacks, which is also one of the important factors
that determines the technology from theoretical research to
practical application [20].

In view of the cryptanalysis of digital image encryption
algorithms in the world, the insecurity of current algorithm
is mainly caused by two points [21], [22]. First, the secu-
rity of the chaotic system used in encryption scheme is
insufficient as studied in [23], [24]. It is reported that the
dynamics of some chaotic systems for encryption are not
complex enough, thus the risk of being estimated or identified
increases [25]. Second, the encryption algorithm structure has
security defects, which cannot resist cryptanalysis algorithm
attacks [26]. For example, the chaotic key sequence genera-
tion process is independent of plaintext, which makes it easy
to be attacked by plaintext attacks [4], [26]. The essential
reason is that the encryption process is independent of plain
images, so the cryptosystem exists equivalent keys [4], [7].
In addition, the computational complexity of the image cryp-
tosystem and its hardware system technology implementation
are less considered [23], [27]. The above factors are critical
for promoting image encryption technology from theory to
application, and it is worthy of in-depth study [20], [28].

This paper proposes a secure image cryptosystem using
quantum chaos and verifies its feasibility on the IoT exper-
imental platform. A quantum logistic chaotic map is selected
to generate the PRNS (pseudo-random number sequence) for
encryption. The PRNS has been verified to have better ran-
domness, and is suitable for information security protection
in cryptographic systems. To enhance the ability of encryp-
tion algorithms against cryptographic attacks, we propose an
image cryptosystem of the structure ‘‘diffusion-permutation-
diffusion’’. By means of permutation, the confusion and dif-
fusion performance of encryption algorithm are enhanced,
and the ability of cipher image to resist various noise attacks
is improved. The diffusion method of ciphertext feedback
can traverse the information of the plaintext and the key to
be distributed to all the ciphertext pixels, so as to achieve a
better encryption effect. Simulation results show that plain-
text correlation to generate chaotic key sequences and cipher-
text feedback diffusion encryption security mechanism can
improve the security of the encryption scheme performance.
Finally, we verify the proposed image cryptosystem on a
general experimental platform of the Internet of Things.
The experiments verified the feasibility of the encryption
algorithm used in the Internet of Things environment. The
contributions of this paper are mainly reflected in:

1. Improve the security of the image cryptosystem.
Based on the latest cryptanalysis research results [29]–[35],
we propose a security-enhanced version. Adopting the
diffusion-permutation-diffusion structure and a plaintext-
related mechanism to resist chosen-plaintext/ciphertext
attacks.

2. Ensure the efficiency of the image cryptosystem. Com-
pared with similar algorithms, only one quantum chaotic sys-
tem is used and more streamlined operations are considered
to bring lower computational complexity.

3. Realize the hardware technology implementation of the
image cryptosystem. It should be admitted that hardware
technology implementation is more difficult and requires
more work. As far as we know, this is also relatively
lacking in existing research [12], [24]. In fact, the real-
ization of the hardware system is an extremely important
part of the technology from theoretical research to practical
application.

In summary, our proposed image cryptosystem has the
advantages of high security, low computational complexity
and technical realization. In addition, we provide the experi-
mental results of security performance analysis and hardware
technology implementation.

II. QUANTUM LOGISTIC CHAOTIC MAP
The quantum logistic map has more complex dynamics and
quantum properties [6]. The coupling of the dissipative quan-
tum system and the harmonic oscillator path will produce
a quantum logistic map with quantum correction. Goggin
et al, quantified the classic Logistic mapping through the
recoil rotor model, and produced the corresponding iterative
equations of the quantum logistic mapping as:
xn+1=r(xn−|xn|2)−ryn
yn+1=−yne−2β+e−βr[(2−xn−x∗n )yn−xnz

∗
n−x

∗
n zn]

zn+1=−zne−2β+e−βr[2(1−x∗n )zn−2xnyn−xn]

(1)

where x =< a >, y =< δa†δa >, z =< δaδa >, r
is the control parameter, and β is the dissipation parameter.
x∗n , z

∗
n are respectively the conjugate complex numbers of xn,

zn. Normally, when xn, zn are both plurals, x∗n , z
∗
n, yn are

also complex numbers. When xn ∈ [0, 1], yn ∈ [0, 0.1],
zn ∈ [0, 0.2], β ∈ [6,+∞], r ∈ [0, 4], Eq. (1) is in a
chaotic state. Reference [36] proved that when r = 3.99
and β > 6, the randomness of quantum chaotic mapping
is better, and the generated chaotic sequence can pass the
strict TESTU01 test [37]. The iterative timing diagram of the
quantum chaos given in Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 1.

III. THE PROPOSED IMAGE CRYPTOSYSTEM
We propose a chaotic image cryptosystem based on the
‘‘diffusion-permutation-diffusion’’ structure. To improve the
security, we adopt a plaintext correlation mechanism to gen-
erate chaos-based PRNS and the ciphertext feedback diffu-
sion algorithm. The block diagrams of the encryption and
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FIGURE 1. Iterative sequence diagram of quantum Logistic chaotic map.

decryption machines of the proposed cryptosystem are
respectively shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b).
• The secret key

The secret key of the cryptosystem includes the 256-bit
hash of the plain image and three initial values of the quantum
chaos. The specific key space is {hash256, x(0), y(0), z(0)},
where hash256 is the 256-bit hash value, and x(0), y(0), z(0)
are the initial values of Eq. (1).
• The encryption machine

The specific steps of the encryption machine are described
as follows:

Step 1: Quantum chaotic encryption sequences
To resist differential attacks, the hash value of plaintext is

used to dynamically disturb the initial values of the quantum
chaos. Thus, the corresponding key sequences of different
plaintexts are not fixed. The method of dynamic disturbance
is as follows:

x ′(0) = x(0)+
∑5

i=1 hi × 10−5

+
h6 ⊕ h7 ⊕ · · · ⊕ h10

108
y′(0) = y(0)+

∑15
i=1 hi × 10−5

+
h16 ⊕ h17 ⊕ · · · ⊕ h20

108
z′(0) = z(0)+

∑25
i=21 hi × 10−5

+
h26 ⊕ h27 ⊕ · · · ⊕ h32

108

(2)

where x ′(0), y′(0), z′(0) are the updated initial values of
the quantum chaos after the disturbance. Obviously, the
updated initial values will change with the different plain
images.

Next, the chaotic sequence is preprocessed. To avoid the
harmful transient effect of chaotic mapping, the previous
l=300 iterative sequences are usually discarded. The diffu-
sion sequence generated by the quantum logistic chaotic map
is {

kd1=mod(fix(xi×108), 256)
kd2=mod(fix(zi×1010), 256)

(3)

where i = 1, 2, . . . ,H×W is used for forward and backward
diffusion encryption respectively, and the sequence length is

as long as the image size H ×W . Similarly, the permutation
sequence is generated by

[value1, kp1] = sort(y(1 : H ))
[value2, kp2] = sort(y(H + 1 : H +W ))
[value3, kp3]=sort(y(H+W+1 :H+9W ))

(4)

where y is the sequence of the quantum chaotic map after
discarding l=300, and the total length is H + 9W . kp1, kp2,
and kp3 are the index sequences of pixel rows, pixel columns,
and bit columns generated by the sort function. The lengths
of the index sequences are H , W and 8W , respectively, and
value1, value2, and value3 are sorted numerical sequences.

Step 2: Forward diffusion
Forward diffusion is to diffuse the input image information

from the first pixel to the last pixel by means of ciphertext
feedback. The first pixel encryption process is expressed as:

C1(i) = mod(mod(P(1)+ kd1(1), 256)

⊕ kd1(1)+ C0, 256) (5)

where P is a given plain image, C1 is the image after for-
ward diffusion; kd1 is the first key sequence generated by
quantum chaos, and C0 is the initial key of forward diffusion,
with a value of [0, 255]. The i-th pixel encryption process is
expressed as:

C1(i) = mod(mod(P(i)+ kd1(i), 256)

⊕ kd1(i)+ C1(i− 1), 256) (6)

where i = 2, 3, . . . ,HW , the encrypted pixel values of the
diffused ciphertext C1 are obtained by iteration in turn.
Step 3: Pixel permutation
The pixel position of the image C1 after forward diffusion

encryption is permuted, which is described as follows:

C2(i, j) = swap(C1(kp1(i), kp2(j)),C1(i, j)) (7)

where i = 1, 2, . . . ,H , j = 1, 2, . . . ,W , swap(·) is the
exchange function of element values, and C2 is the image
after pixel-level permutation.

Step 4: Bit permutation
The imageC2 after pixel permutation is performed bit-level

permutation, which is described as follows:

C3(i, j) = swap(C2(:, kp3(k)),C2(:, k)) (8)

where k = 1, 2, . . . , 8W . C3 is the image after bit-level
permutation. Note that in the second round of permutation,
the bit-level image is expanded according to the row-invariant
rule, so the permutation is only for the expanded column
permutation.

Step 5: Backward diffusion
Different from forward diffusion, backward diffusion uses

ciphertext feedback to diffuse the input image information
from the last pixel to the first pixel. It further enhances the
confusion and diffusion characteristics through forward and
backward complement each other.
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FIGURE 2. The block diagrams of the encryption and decryption machines.

When i=HW ,

C(i) = mod(mod(C3(i)+ kd2(i), 256)

⊕ kd2(i)+ Cend , 256) (9)

Then, when i=HW−1, . . . , 2, 1,

C(i) = mod(mod(C3(i)+ kd2(i), 256)

⊕ kd2(i)+ C(i+ 1), 256) (10)

where C is the final ciphertext image, Cend is the backward
diffusion initial value key, and kd2 is the encryption sequence
generated by quantum chaos.
• The decryption machine

The block diagram of the decryption machine is shown
in Fig. 2(b).We should pay attention to two points. One is that
the operation order of each module should be reversed. The
backward diffusion, bit permutation, pixel permutation, and
forward diffusion should be performed in sequence. The sec-
ond is that the order of pixel iteration in diffusion is also
reversed.
• Its application in IoT

This image cryptosystem can be applied in a general IoT
secure communication scenario. A schematic diagram for IoT
secure communication is illustrated in Fig. 3. Both the send-
ing end and the receiving end are embedded terminals, which
can store, display and transmit digital images. To enhance the
confidentiality of information, we encrypt the digital image
at the sending end so that the information transmitted over
the network will not be stolen by hackers or attackers. When
the legitimate user at the receiving end obtains the ciphertext
image, the original plaintext information can be effectively
restored by the correct key. Thus, our proposed image cryp-
tosystem can be used in various IoT secure communication
environments.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION AND DISCUSSION
A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS AND RESULTS
Firstly, we conduct simulation verification on the proposed
image cryptosystem based on a PC (personal computer) with
MATLAB r2018b. The running PC is installed withWindows

FIGURE 3. A diagram of the image cryptosystem used in IoT secure
communication.

10 64-bit OS (operating system) with Intel i7-8565U CPU@
1.80GHz 1.99GHz and 8GB memory. We select some stan-
dard images as the testing images for experiments, including
MISC image database and other images. The parameters of
the quantum chaotic map in the Eq. (1) are given, which
r=3.99 and β=6. The experimental results before and after
encryption are given in Figs. 4(a)-(f) respectively. Fig. 6 and
Table 1 show the comparison result of the operating efficiency
of this paper and several other similar references. It can be
seen that our cryptosystem has lower computational complex-
ity. Moreover, as the image size increases, our performance
advantage becomes more prominent.

Moreover, to verify effectiveness and feasibility of the
cryptosystem, we carry out experiments on the Internet of
Things experimental platform based on ARM Embedded
System. This digital image secure communication system
based on the Internet of Things is mainly composed of
two sets of ARM Embedded System development boards
and an Ethernet wireless router TP-LINKTL-WR886N450M.
The ARM development main board is NanoPC-T2, the chip
is S5P4418 of cortex-A9 architecture, and the operating
system is 64-bit Ubuntu16.04, which is equipped with a
10.5-inch LCD display. The wireless router is used for net-
work communication at the sending end and the receiv-
ing end, and the address is obtained by DHCP, which are
192.168.1.100 and 192.168.1.101 respectively. The sending
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FIGURE 4. The experimental images before and after encryption: a) 1# plain image; b) 1# cipher image; c) 2# plain
image; d) 2# cipher image; e) 3# plain image; f) 3# cipher image.

TABLE 1. Time complexity versus similar image cryptosystems.

end is responsible for the display, encryption and transmis-
sion of the plain images, while the receiving end stores,
displays and decrypts the received cipher images. The experi-
mental hardware platform and experimental results are shown
in Figs. 5(a)-(e). As shown in Fig. 5, the encrypted images
effectively hide the information of the original images,
which improves the security of secure communication. In
addition, the experimental environment is aimed at com-
mon IoT secure communication platforms, so it is more
universal.

Although the experimental results of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are
formally consistent, the latter is much more technically diffi-
cult. Our purpose is to illustrate the feasibility of the hardware
system implementation of the proposed image cryptosystem.
In fact, ARM embedded hardware implementation requires
greater workload. And this part of the work has effectively
verified its technical feasibility, so it can be regarded as a
technical solution that is expected to be applied to the secure
communication of the Internet of Things.

B. THEORETICAL AND STATISTICAL SECURITY ANALYSIS
1) HISTOGRAM
The histogram reflects the distribution characteristics of dig-
ital image pixel value. Figs. 7(a)-(h) shows the images before

and after encryption using our proposed scheme and their
corresponding histograms. It can be seen that the crypto-
graphic image is noise-like and greatly hides the pixel value
information of the image. Therefore, the scheme has a good
encryption effect. This makes it difficult for attackers to
obtain valid information through cipher images. Therefore,
our proposed image encryption scheme can resist statistical
analysis attacks.

2) ENCRYPTION QUALITY ANALYSIS
We adopt two indicators PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio) and SSIM (structural similarity index metric)
to test and analyze the encryption quality, defined
as [27], [41]:

PSNR = 10× log10
2552

MSE
(dB) (11)

MSE =
1

M × N × 3

H∑
i=1

W∑
j=1

3∑
k=1

(P(i, j, k)− C(i, j, k))2

(12)

where H and W are the height and width of the color
images P and C respectively. The larger the value of
PSNR, the better the encryption quality. And SSIM is given
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FIGURE 5. Experimental results in IoT secure communication platform: a) The overall physical diagram; b) 1# plain image; c) 1# cipher image;
d) 2# plain image; e) 2# cipher image; f) 3# plain image; g) 3# cipher image.

TABLE 2. The PSNR of the cipher images with different cryptosystems.

FIGURE 6. Running times.

by [42], [43]:

SSIM (P,C) =
2µPµC + A1
µ2
P + µ

2
C + A1

×
2σPσC + A2
σ 2
P + σ

2
C + A2

×
σPC + A3
σPσC + A3

(13)

where µP and µC are the average values of image P and C ,
σP, σC are their variances, σPC is the covariance between P
and C ; A1, A2, A3 are constants, A1=(0.01L)2, A2=(0.03L)2,
A3=

A2
2 , L=255. Tables 2 and 3 show the encryption

quality of our proposed scheme has better cryptographic
performance.

3) ADJACENT PIXEL CORRELATION
Strong correlation between adjacent pixels is a basic charac-
teristic of natural images. And encryption improves security
by breaking the correlation. The correlation coefficient rvw is
defined as [16]:

rvw =
cov(v,w)
√
D(v)
√
D(w)

cov(v,w) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(vi − E(v))(wi − E(w))

D(v) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(vi − E(v))2

E(v) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

vi

(14)

where cov(v,w) is the covariance between the image v and w,
and E(v) and D(v) are the expected and mean square error
of image v, respectively. We test the correlation coefficients
of some images in different directions. The experimental
results are shown in Figs. 8(a)-(h). As can be seen, the plain
images have strong correlation between adjacent pixels in
different directions, while the correlation of the correspond-
ing encrypted images is almost 0. Therefore, there is no
correlation between all the pixel values of cipher-images.
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TABLE 3. The SSIM versus similar cryptosystems.

FIGURE 7. The histograms of images before and after encryption: a) 4# plain image; b) The histogram of a); c) 4# cipher image;
d) The histogram of c); e) 5# plain image; f) The histogram of e); g) 5# cipher image; h) The histogram of g).

Here, we select several typical digital images for experiments.
Table 4 is the result of the correlation experiment of adjacent
pixels. Thus, our proposed image cryptosystem is proved to
be effective in terms of the correlation coefficient.

4) DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
The sensitivity to secret key and plain image with an
encryption system determines its ability to resist differ-
ential analysis. In image encryption algorithms, we adopt
NPCR (Number of Pixels Change Rate) and UACI (Unified
Average Changing Intensity) to determine the encryption
performance. The calculation formula is [24]:

NPCR =
1

H ×W

H∑
i=1

W∑
j=1

Dij × 100%

UACI =
1

H ×W

H∑
i=1

W∑
j=1

(
v(i, j)− v′(i, j)

255
)× 100%

(15)

where Dij =

{
1,v(i, j)6=v′(i, j)

0,v(i, j) = v′(i, j)
. v and v′ are the cipher

images before and after the plain image changed by one pixel.

Firstly, we evaluate the sensitivity of the key. In our
encryption system, there are 3 keys (x0, y0, z0) associated
with the quantum chaotic map. Thus, a set of 200 keys is
randomly selected from the key space, expressed as key(i) =
(x0(i), y0(i), z0(i)), where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 200. We update
a new key by adding 10−10 to the x0 of the previous key
to encrypt the same image. For example, the first time we
choose key(1) = (0.1, 0.02, 0.002), the second time we select
key(2) = (0.1 + 10−10, 0.02, 0.002). Then, we calculate
200 pairs of NPCR and UACI according to the Eq. (15). The
sensitivity of other keys y0, z0 is tested in the same way. The
average values of 200 pairs of NPCR and UACI are shown
in Table 5. We can see that these test values are very close to
the theoretical values.

In order to visualize the key sensitivity, we choose exactly
the same experimental parameters. Figs. 9(b) and (c) show
the cipher images of Fig. 9(a) with key(1) and key(2), respec-
tively. Fig. 9(d) is a different result of the two images
between Figs. 9(b) and (c), and Fig. 9(e) is the correspond-
ing histogram. We can conclude that even if the secret key
changes slightly, the cipher -images will change dramatically.
This verifies that the proposed image cryptosystem has an
avalanche effect on plaintext and keys.
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FIGURE 8. The correlation characteristic: a) Horizontal direction of plaintext; b) Vertical direction of plaintext; c) Positive diagonal direction of
plaintext; d) Opposite angular direction of plaintext; e) Horizontal direction of ciphertext; f) Vertical direction of ciphertext; g) Positive diagonal
direction of cihpertext; h) Opposite angular direction of ciphertext.

TABLE 4. Correlation coefficients in four directions before and after encryption.

Similarly, we test the sensitivity of plain images. On the
premise of the same key, we select and change only a cer-
tain pixel value of a plain image. For example, by changing
the pixel values of the same position (30, 27) from 154 to
155, the overall effect is also shown in Fig. 9. Moreover,
we calculate the values of 200 pairs of NPCR and UACI ,
the results are shown in Table 6. As can be shown, the values
of NPCR and UACI in our cryptosystem are both close to

their theoretical values. This shows that the cryptosystem is
also sensitive to plain images.

5) INFORMATION ENTROPY
Generally, information entropy is used as a measure of image
uncertainty. For an encryption system, the greater the entropy
of the cipher image is, the better the encryption performance
is. The formula of information entropy with 8-bit grayscale
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FIGURE 9. The differential cipher image and its histogram: a) 6# plain image; b) 6# ciphertext with key (1); c) 6# ciphertext with key (2);
d) Difference of b) and c); e) Histogram of d).

TABLE 5. Average value of 200 pairs of NPCR and UACI for testing key
sensitivity.

TABLE 6. The average values of 200 pairs of NPCR and UACI for testing
the sensitivity of the flat image.

image is given as:

H = −
256∑
i=1

p(i)log2p(i) (16)

where p(i) stands for the probability of the pixel value i. The
experimental results of our proposed cryptosystem are shown
in Table 7. The information entropy of the encrypted images
by our proposed cryptosystem is close to the theoretical value
of 8, which has a certain improvement compared with the
similar references.

6) SECURITY ANALYSIS BASED ON CRYPTOGRAPHIC
ATTACKS
For the cryptanalysis of the image cryptosystems, chosen-
plaintext attacks and chosen-ciphertext attacks are the most
powerful attackmethods [4], [21], [22], [26]. Themain idea is
to select some special attack images, such as all black and all
white, and then use algebra analysis to achieve the equivalent
key of the original cryptosystem. For example, in [4], [7],
we use the digital image group as shown in Figs. 10(a)-(c) and
Figs. 10(e)-(g) to crack the target algorithms. Using similar
attack methods, we conduct security checks on our proposed

TABLE 7. The results of information entropy test and comparison results.

image cryptosystem. Taking chosen-plaintext attack as an
example, we select Figs. 10(a)-(c) as plaintext attack images
respectively, and the corresponding intermediate and final
cipher images are shown in Figs. 10(i)-(k). It can be seen from
Fig. 10(l), their histogram characteristics are all in a noise-like
state, which is significantly different from Fig. 10(d) and
Fig. 10(h). So it is difficult for an attacker to conduct pen-
etration attacks in this way. Similarly, the chosen-ciphertext
attack is also difficult to work. The most essential reason is
adopting the diffusion-permutation-diffusion structure and a
plaintext-related mechanism, which can effectively improve
the security performance.

7) COMPREHENSIVE DISCUSSION
In our proposed image cryptosystem, the key space of our
cryptosystem involves three initial values of the quantum
chaos and the hash256 of plain images, which can be
expressed as key(·) = (hash256, x0, y0, z0). Assuming that
the precision of the three initial values x0,y0,z0 is 1015,
the total key space is 1015×3+2256. In terms of the secret-key
space, it is sufficient to withstand brute force attacks under the
existing computing environment. Judging from the statistical
information such as histogram, PSNR, SSIM and informa-
tion entropy of the encrypted image, it can effectively resist
ciphertext-only attacks and statistical analysis attacks. From
the perspective of differential analysis, the encryption sys-
tem proposed in this paper is both sensitive to secret keys
and plaintexts, so it can resist plaintext attacks. In addition,
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FIGURE 10. Special chosen plain images and their attacking results: a) All black; b) All white; c) All gray; d)
Histogram of a)-c); e) 1# attack image; f) 2# attack image; g) 3# attack image; h) Histogram of e)-g); i) The
corresponding C1; j) The corresponding C3; k) The corresponding C ; l) Histogram of i)-k).

the algorithm uses a plaintext association mechanism and
a diffusion-permutation-diffusion structure, so it can resist
chosen plaintext and ciphertext attacks.

Regarding key management, we introduce a plaintext
association mechanism to dynamically update the PRNSs
to enhance security. This idea is based on our latest
cryptanalysis research [4]. In fact, many insecure algorithms
have common features that independent of plain images [7],
[21], [26]. However, security and convenience are a pair
of contradictions. Frankly speaking, this mechanism will
increase key management overhead. Considering high secu-
rity, it is undeniable that this is also a meaningful techni-
cal route. Moreover, throughout international research, this
mechanism is accepted and recognized by peer experts [27],
[33], [34]. In certain scenarios with higher security levels,
such as military security and confidential communications,
this is a feasible and preferred technical solution. Of course,
the key management work will be more complicated. It is
necessary to store and distribute a dynamic password in
advance.

V. CONCLUSION
To improve the security of digital image encryption algo-
rithms and provide high-quality technical solutions for secure
communications in the Internet of Things, we have proposed

a quantum chaotic image cryptosystem. The proposed image
cryptosystem uses a diffusion-permutation-diffusion struc-
ture and introduces a plaintext association mechanism to
enhance the security. Theoretical security analysis and exper-
imental results both demonstrate the excellent performance of
our proposed cryptosystem. It is both sensitive to plain images
and secret keys, and has robust ability to resist differential
attacks as well as other various common attacks. Moreover,
we conducted experiments on the IoT secure communication
platform, and the results verified the feasibility and effective-
ness of the proposed scheme. The main contribution of this
paper is to provide a security-enhanced image cryptosystem
with low computational complexity. Further we systemati-
cally present its performance analysis and successfully real-
ize the hardware implementation in IoT experimental plat-
form. On the other hand, this paper still lacks consideration in
terms of key management, and will continue to be improved
in future research.
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